MLA 8th Ed. Works Cited Samples for Musical Sources

Single track on a CD


*If using Noodlebib, choose Print or In Hand>Sound Recording>Single Song/Track. In this example, the recording date is listed because it is different than the copyright.*

Selection from a music anthology


*If using Noodlebib, choose Print or In Hand>Anthology/Collection. When you input the title, be sure to click the “Longer Work, originally published...” box.*

Live performance


*If using Noodlebib, choose Viewed/Heard Live>Performance. You can add more than one performer, composer, conductor, etc. by clicking “+Add Another Contributor.” AFTER YOU CONVERT YOUR SOURCES TO A WORD DOCUMENT, remove “performance” from the end of the citation.*

Performance – online video


*If using Noodlebib, choose Website>Video Clip> in the Citing pulldown menu at the top of the screen, select Performance. AFTER YOU CONVERT YOUR SOURCES TO A WORD DOCUMENT, remove “performance” from the end of the citation. If your clip was posted on a website by an individual, add the contributor’s information as in the example for audio clip online.*
Printed score


*If using Noodlebib, choose Print or In Hand>Musical Score or Libretto.*

Audio clip - online


*If using Noodlebib, choose Website>Audio clip> in the Citing pulldown menu at the top of the screen, select Performance. If your clip was posted on a website by an individual, AFTER YOU CONVERT YOUR SOURCES TO A WORD DOCUMENT, add the contributor’s information as in the example above.*

Liner notes from audio recording


*If using Noodlebib, choose Print or In Hand>Sound Recording>in the Citing pulldown menu at the top of the screen, select Liner Notes.*

Concert Program


*If using Noodlebib, choose Print or In Hand>Pamphlet or Brochure, then select Brochure in the “Description of source” drop-down menu.*